
HOW TO BUILD A RAISED BED

instructions

assemble bedsstep 1)

step 2)

step 3)

step 4)

place bed where you would like it in the garden

place “key” stake

level the bed to the ground
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presents:

materials tools
(2) 6”x4’x2”thick (at least) (8) 3-1/2” decking screws (8) 2” thick stakes

(32) 3” decking screws(2) 6”x8’x2”thick(at least)

power drill

pick-axe

steel head mallet 
or sledge hammer 
+pounding block

level

shovel

screw (8) 3-1/2” decking screws at a downward 
angle on the corners for a stronger hold

*note: we suggest assembling the boxes so that the longer         
         boards cover the ends of the shorter boards

above view

while holding the bed in the desired location, use 
the mallet and block to pound one stake into a 
corner to use as your “key” or place holder to keep  
the bed in its desired location as you level the bed

*note:

keeping the bed tight to the “key” trench down 
into the soil to lower the high side of the bed 
until bed is level on all sides
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        *star drive screws         *stakes should be 3”-4” taller 
        than raised bed height

        *star drive screws

block

after leveling each bed, step backward several paces to see           
if bed still looks level and straight. Sometimes, even thought the 
bed is level, it can look a bit off in relation to the other beds 
and surrounding landscape. you may need to adjust bed slightly.



step 5)

step 6)

step 7)

step 8)

step 9)

step 10)

screw “key” stake in place

screw 4 support stakes in place

plant what you like, and enjoy your new garden!

place 4 outside support stakes

place 3 remaining corner stakes

fasten corner stakes in place

once level use (4) 3” decking screws to tighten key 
stake into the corner of bed for stabilization

next, using the mallet and 
pounding block pound 3 more 
stakes into the remaining corners 
of the bed until they are flush 
with the top of the bed

using (12) 3” decking screws secure the stakes by 
driving the screws in at 2 at each corner

pound 4 remaining stakes to the 
outside of the bed so they are 
tight to the sides and flush with 
the top of the bed

screw the stakes into the sides using the remaining 
(8) 3” deck screws

toledo grows (gardens revitalize our world)
 900 oneida st toledo 43608

for more info visit us at www.toledogrows.org or call 419.720.8714
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*note: placing the support stakes on the outside allows you to  
         easily replace them if need be or when disassembling the bed
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